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Letter from the Editor:
As Trinity Term ends, I find myself saying goodbye
to so many fantastic friends I’ve made throughout
the academic year. I hope that those of you who are
leaving stay in touch with the college development
office for upcoming alumni events, where we may
see you all again soon!
Everyone should take the opportunity to enjoy the
summer, whether working towards finishing your
master’s degree or your doctorate. I look forward to
seeing everyone who is returning this Autumn during
Fresher’s Week. The CR Exec has an amazing, funfilled week planned for both incoming freshers and
returning students!
		
All my best,
				
		

Jeanne Erickson
Editor

You Are a Sleeping Unicorn!

by Benjamin Outram

This was where the inevitability of consciousness lies. In the invariance of the vast blue void that
lay directionless in her awareness, blotches and waxy smears overlapped each other as they congealed into form, creating out of nothing an intricate organic structure that meshed seamlessly with
the unchanging deepness of the uniform blue. The paradox of this was not considered, as the desire
to consider was unimportant, and indeed, to think of consideration would simply detract from the
insight and profound pleasure of the direct experience.
The paradox thickened. Fractional dimensions unfolded out of the void. An appreciation of scale
and time emerged as nothingness wrapped itself tightly into tangible structure, as if observation with
ever more consciousness necessitated its organisation. Gradually she lost sight of the void, and in its
place precipitated attention only to perpetual detail.
As existence around her solidified, so too
did her connection to her mind, and her
thoughts surfaced inevitably and steadily
from the deep pure emotion of wisdom to
the shallow complexity of self-awareness.
She became caught in a reality, forced into
a time line, and she noticed familiarity in
the experience of sound. She recognised
reverberating laughter, felt pressure on her
back and the grass on the sides of her bare
arms. Her palms facing up to the bright
sky, she stared far into the blue, and for a
moment considered the unconsiderable, before falling back to sleep.
Dreams are charming creatures; they elude detection even when they present us with the most obvious silliness, and we are ignorant as to their nature until we recognise them.
She stood up looking around as if for the first time, seeing and pondering the situation in which she
found herself. Surrounding her she saw lush green plants. She gazed up through the translucent
trees and pondered a moment at rays of sunshine piercing through the dense green flora. As she
deeply inhaled, she allowed the whispering of the breeze above her to elucidate reality’s presence.
Her attention was moved from the golden rays and colour softly downwards, as she followed with
her gaze a single leaf that fluttered down at the grace permitted by the viscous air through which it
journeyed.
The girl closed her eyes. Beyond her earliest memory, she was as aware as she was now, and she
could see that just as the leaf had catalysed her drift of attention, each moment of awareness had
done the same. Opening her eyes, imagining angels, she planned a path through the vertical trunks
and sparkles that lay as an image in her vision. When a clearing emerged, she sang with supple
felicity...
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“Look at the meadow and the grass is green,
The flowers in bloom and the sun shining.
Gaze at the sky to the fliff and the blue,
And lay down and laugh,
It’s there just for you!”
Then she transformed into a magic unicorn and trotted merrily away on her hooves, completely forgetting that this is a dream. u

Heaven, Hell, Death, Judgement, and C. S. Lewis

by Alex Robertson

One of the greatest issues in a modern liberal Christianity is the problem of Hell and judgement. Some
within Christianity seek to get rid of the concept of Hell entirely, and even seemingly the concept of judgement, arguing that such an idea of God does not marry up with their concept of an all-loving God. How can
there be, they ask, a God who apparently loves everyone perfectly and absolutely? It is an idea with which
I have some sympathy. One of my favourite pieces of hymnody is ‘There’s a Wideness in God’s Mercy’. Its
lyrics, whilst at times sickly sweet, do strike true; the concept of divine mercy is an essential part to any understanding of judgement, because it is the counterpart to any Christian concept of judgement. The removal
of the concept of judgement, of Hell, and even at times, of sin creates huge problems for Christian theology,
and indeed even for the apologetics which I spend a good deal of my time engaging in.
That great and erudite Primate, Michael Ramsey, delivered a series of charges to ordinands about to be ordained Deacon and Priest. A key part of one of these addresses was a section challenging the ordinands to go
into their parishes and confront the idea common in atheistic understandings of theodicy which argues that
God is absent in natural disaster, war, and other sufferings in the world. Ramsey argues for the rediscovery
of a concept of God found within the psalms, one which sees God in judgement. To remove a concept of a
judging God does a two-fold disservice, to us humans and to our creator. The denial of judgement does a disservice to our own free will, and to the God who gave it to us.
The problem of Hell and judgement as a concept can often be seen as the motivating factor in conversion.
This is an idea particularly common amongst some Protestant Christians who argue a strict idea of salvation
through faith alone. Indeed, it is even common amongst Catholics. The cliché of Catholic guilt can often,
and rather unfortunately, not be that clichéd.
C. S. Lewis provides an interesting case in this regard. In his nonfiction prose he frequently discussed the
nature of heaven (and, less frequently, the nature of Hell) and explained how to take part in it. In his works
of fiction he created several striking descriptions of what heaven (and, in less detail, Hell) might be like.
This is particularly true of the Narnia Chronicles, where hidden within the allegorical world, is a description
of the world inhabited by Aslan, a sort of outskirts of Heaven. Many writers have either discussed or depicted Heaven and Hell; few have done both well. Indeed in-depth study of the two concepts in Lewis’ work has
yet to come under creative study.
Lewis’ own conversion was not based upon any idea of an afterlife. In his ‘Reflections on the Psalms’, he
likens his own conversion to that of the Ancient Hebrew people, who had no concept of an afterlife. The
gradual emergence of an idea of afterlife begins with the concept of Sheol and then to debates within emerging Rabbinical Judaism over the concept of resurrection. Lewis describes this as people learning “to desire
and adore God” selflessly, that the hope of Heaven and fear of Hell could be revealed to them, “as corollaries
of a faith already centred upon God”.
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Lewis regarded it as a mercy that he became a Christian without a belief in heaven. It assured him of his
motive, he did not return to God to obtain a reward, to gain a blissful afterlife in heaven; he did it solely out
a desire for God as the source of goodness and truth. Lewis had little sympathy with those who urge people
to become Christians in order to avoid hell and instead attain a blissful existence after death. Again in his
‘Reflections on the Psalms’ he argues that “too often, I am afraid, [Heaven is] desired chiefly as an escape
from Hell”.
In his ‘Problem of Pain’, which he wrote for the Centenary Press’s “Christian Challenge” series in 1940, he
makes reply to those who argue against an idea of Hell, or see it as something rather distasteful. He points
out that issues of Hell and judgement are often confused further by ideas of wrath, and instead points out
that the central idea in Christian theology is the concept of judge. Note, for example this stanza of the Dies
Irae which comes just before the Gospel at a Requiem Mass:

Oh, what fear man’s bosom rendeth,
when from heaven the Judge descendeth,
on whose sentence all dependeth.

This concept of the divine judge has, for much of its history, been wedded to the concept of penal substitution theory of atonement, or the idea that the death of Christ was somehow to satisfy the wrath of God; a
concept which finds favour with evangelical Christians today.
For Lewis, this concept of judge was exemplified by passages such as Matthew 25: a set of parables about
bridesmaids, servants and talents, and the separation of the sheep and goats. All of these relate to the end
times and they all seem to support (albeit using a simplistic reading of the text) the idea of God as a vengeful
judge. What Lewis does is move the emphasis from judge to the accused which he argues is the central idea
of Western concepts of justice. In the courtroom, the judge makes a considered decision on the basis of evidence and the welfare of the defendant is a very important part of a modern concept of justice. For Lewis the
concept of judgement is not based entirely on God, but also takes on an important focus on the individual.
This is a far more helpful idea which helps us to bring together the concepts of judgement and mercy. u
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On Sarah Palin...

by Eric Makinen

Recently, I have had occasion to consider Sarah Palin. She had no national presence until she burst on the
scene as Vice-Presidential nominee - and her reception was most interesting. We might consider what was
behind her reception by reflecting on the national character, and thereby, perhaps, gain some insight into the
political.
We should first recall the history of Palin’s political career. She was elected the mayor of the town of Wasilla, outside Anchorage. She later ran unsuccessfully for Lieutenant Governor. She was head of the Alaska Oil
and Gas Conservation Commission, and resigned after the (Republican) Governor and state Attorney General failed to take action against ethical violations by a (Republican) Commissioner.1 She won a landslide in
the Republican primary for the Governorship against the longest-serving incumbent Republican and defeated her Democratic opponent in the general election. Sarah Palin became the first female Governor of Alaska,
and the youngest as well. But when she became the Vice-Presidential Candidate, her reception by supporters
and opponents was so great she became a more important issue than the Presidential candidates themselves.
What was most notable about her reception was the extreme negative character of it. A ‘moron,’ ‘idiot,’ etc.,
were some of the appellations mustered to describe her. The vitriol of the condemnation of her character was
only matched by her unflappability in the face of it. And despite this phalanx of hatred, the facts of her experience as a politician have not been questioned, nor has her competence as Governor of Alaska ever been
questioned. But before we continue, we might consider the character of American society.
We know from de Tocqueville that there are two classes in American society: the class of businessmen, and
the class of intellectuals.2 These two classes roughly correspond to the two political parties. Palin is from
the class of businessmen. She never attended a New England boarding school or Ivy League institution. And
here we can begin to discern the source of the vitriol. For intellectuals accept only one education – an Ivy
League one. That Palin attended five state colleges is a not uncommon experience of state college students.
To the chagrin of her critics, Palin harbors no desire to have been born in the Northeast, to have attended
the Hotchkiss School or Phillips Exeter Academy, nor an Ivy, and it is to that that she denies her critics their
superiority. That is what they most value and most viciously respond to if challenged.3 If Palin did concede
a bit that she wished she had been born into privilege, her critics would probably go a bit easier on her.4 But
no matter how blue the blood, claiming humble origins is the name of the American political game. The
problem for those who try so hard is that Palin lived those humble origins - she ran a small-engine repair
business and commercial fishing operation, and hunting and snowmobiling are among her pastimes.
One of the most frequently recalled statements of Palin is, “I can see Russia from my house.” But such is
true – the arch-enemy of the U.S. was the Soviet Union, now Russia, and though a change has occurred
today, Russia is hardly much of an ally. Criticism of her statement was joined with the charge that she lacked
international relations experience, though such a charge is typically leveled against state governors running
1

In her statesmanship she shares a similarity with another rising star, Bobby Jindal, Governor of Louisiana, who has
put transparency as the cornerstone of his economic revival programme.
2

This essay comes out of a conversation with my friend and colleague Bob Hoffman of The University of Chicago
Press. He is responsible for the profound things (e.g., de Tocqueville), and I for everything else.
3

Party lines do not affect this class distinction, which is why we had conservative pundits who spoke just as liberal
pundits did, in the idiom of the class of intellectuals.
4

Of course we should also remember, how many others have they let in and then spit on?
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for the Presidency (e.g., Carter, Reagan, Clinton, Bush). However, Palin was far closer to ‘international relations’ and possible crises resulting from conflict with a foreign power than any other state governor for the
simple reason that she was the Governor of Alaska. Alaska is the site of the U.S.’s early warning stations for
ICBMs coming over the Pole and the U.S. anti-ballistic missile batteries, along with other military installations for intercepting Russian bombers, for example. The National Guard (a Territorial Army each state has)
is under command of the Governor, as it is in any state, and Canada and Mexico hardly qualify as unfriendly
powers.5 The most important resource in war is oil - Alaska is the largest producer of domestic oil for the
U.S. - needed for any military operations and replenishment of the Strategic Oil Reserve in the event of war.
All these national security concerns involve briefing the Governor, just as she would be about contingency
plans for natural disasters.6 Finally, we might also not want to forget, in considering her statement concerning Russia, that many voters do not speak in an idiom filled with ill-understood tidbits of forgotten public
policies and technical policy terms. In the political, one persuades, one does not put forth arguments.7 Did
her statement really reveal a poor mind or was it the colloquialism that was disagreeable to her opponents?
Another frequent charge against Palin was that she was ‘unqualified.’ It is difficult to pronounce on such.
Each party submits their candidate, and the voters decide. Youth is hardly the felling-stroke.8 As well, we
ought also ask why Palin is not a feminist role model,9 as she certainly seems to be ‘equal to men’ in all arenas, best epitomized by the “body count” left behind of her opponents in politics and an occasion when she
was dressing a deer while speaking to a reporter. The condescension of intellectuals is so great, a journalist
actually asked Palin what papers she read, as if all that she read was the local country-bumpkin newspaper.10
5

If you wanted to invade the U.S., what would you do first? Cut the Alaskan Pipeline.
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A certain physician, who eschews the burrito in favor of McDonald’s, disputes that civil servants and military
personnel would brief a ‘dumb governor’. This assumes briefing the Governor is optional. Maybe their jobs are not
determined by party.
7

Recall the U.S. elected literally a dope-smoking draft-dodger who agitated against his nation in a foreign country,
but in the next go-around the same party stated combat experience was necessary for a Presidential candidate.
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“As for it having been unlikely that Shakespeare should have the literary power at 21 to write the Sonnets - Shakespeare proved to have such transcendent literary power that there is no arguing as to what he might or might not be
able to do when he was 21. The only question should be one of fact, as to whether the evidence leads us to suppose or
no that he wrote the Sonnets at that age. We cannot argue in Shakespeare’s case from what other young men are commonly able to do. If this kind of argument is permitted, may we not have someone presently maintaining that Pitt cannot have been born so late as 1759 because that would make him only 24 in 1783 when he became Prime Minister?”
Samuel Butler, Correspondence. “Some unfortunate people, like Pitt (laughably called “the Younger”), are born old,
and are eligible to engage in politics almost in their cradles; others, perhaps more fortunate, belie the saying that one is
young only once, they never grow up.” Michael Oakeshott, “On Being Conservative.”
9

“Sarah Palin was appealing and accomplished, with the force of a man and the grace of a woman. But while reaching another, higher first for women, she expressed no gratitude to the women’s movement. She has had good words
for women politicians like Geraldine Ferraro and Hillary Clinton, but she showed none of the features that betray the
feminist in action. On the contrary: She spoke proudly of “my guy,” grateful to the man who was hers - implying that
she needed him, and that any woman needs a guy of her own. She introduced her children, especially little Trig, the
one with Down’s Syndrome. She was displaying a mother’s unconditional love, as opposed to the conditional love that
insists on a “wanted” child. She did these things unapologetically, quite unafraid of seeming to be a normal, healthy
sexist female: one who knows what it is to be a woman and enjoys it.” “If none of what I am saying were true, feminists would be welcoming Sarah Palin with embraces as warm as they are capable of. They should be happy that their
cause has spread to conservatives and become bipartisan. In fact, they see the Palin choice as a gross deceit, and their
response is close to fury. Doesn’t this suggest that feminism is not in behalf of the women’s movement - but rather to
promote radical adventures above and beyond its concern for women?” Harvey Mansfield, “Was Feminism Necessary?”
10
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The press found it difficult to report on Palin, because they actually had to go somewhere and try to do some reporting, and their irritation of having to go outside of the Beltway was obvious.

All the usual was brought to bear against her except more
so: the usual charge against the opponents of intellectuals is
that they are stupid and cannot speak properly.11 But that is
the standard fare of the intellectuals - they cannot fathom a
businessman might be educated.
But be all that as it may, I do not know where Palin’s career
will go. Perhaps she will never succeed higher than she has.
But there is one thing to remember – some people have a
smartness few others do, and through their decisions, though
derided and lambasted at the time, they somehow end up
ahead of everyone else. u
11

As a friend of mine pointed out, Jimmy Carter writes a
book saying that Israel is engaging in ‘apartheid’. Critics
weigh in, and Carter says, ‘no, no, that’s not what I meant’,
but George Bush mispronounces a word and it’s the end of
the world.

Charity, Charity, Charity

by Claire Dooley

CR Development and Charities Officer
Some partied. Some volunteered. Some ran. Some even became nurses, nuns and urmmmm naturists!
Linacre students have donated both time and money to an assortment of wonderful causes throughout Hilary
and Trinity terms. Here are the highlights...
Hilary kicked off in style with costumes galore for the
UNICEF uniform party. Pigtailed cheer leaders dominated the dance floor for ‘Hit Me Baby One More Time’
while the police troop took centre stage for ‘YMCA’ – a
few others may have joined in too. It was truly an eventful night! School girls fell in love with soldiers, cops
relentlessly chased robbers and a certain rugby player
spent the whole night parading around in hideously short
shorts! In addition to Cupid’s joyous arrow shots and
the successful dodging of crossfire, donations came in
strong. UNICEF is a global charity that strives to promote and protect the rights of children. Linacre’s UNICEF uniform party raised £142 – thank you to everyone
who dressed up, donated and made it a night to remember.
Inspired by Linacre’s community spirit Trinity Term saw Linacrites volunteer with a student-led charity
called Kids Enjoy Exercise Now! K.E.E.N. is an Oxford University society and it does exactly what it says
on the tin. K.E.E.N. organise and run various activities for Oxford-based children who have special needs.
Every Saturday there is a sports session and K.E.E.N. rely on student volunteers to make it fun and challenging for the children. Linacre students took to the New College fields to do just that. After a warm welcome
and comprehensive briefing from the K.E.E.N. crew, we were all ready to go. The session coordinators took
care of running each individual sporting activity so all we had to do was have fun! First up... athletics! A
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mixture of hurdles, discus and long jump meant that there were plenty of games to be won and plenty of
opportunity for boisterous cheering. For the next sport we were found looking very snazzy in our brightly
coloured bibs, bat in one hand, ball in the other. Oh yes, everyone loves rounders! This sport proved to be
very popular with the children who were undoubtedly spurred on by a healthy dose of competition. Slight
adaptation of the traditional game allowed this to be an excellent one for keeping the children active and
enthusiastic throughout. Finally, as little legs began to tire (mine that is!), we rounded things up with some
fun-tastic football. A race to the balls and a quick skills game saw volunteers being completely shown up
left, right and centre. We continued with a light-hearted match of football crammed full of exciting goals and
fearless saves. The afternoon ended with a loud, limb flailing rendition of the hokey cokey followed by one
last round of high fives. The children went home still buzzing from their activities. Volunteers went home
slightly more tanned, revitalised by fresh air and very proud to have put the Linacre ethos to good use. What
better way to spend a sunny Saturday?
Other events...
Thanks to all those who ran in the Canterbury
half-marathon, sang at the Music Evening
with Out of the Blue and attempted to answer
malaria related questions in the Pub Quiz.
The runners raised £340 for Hope Runs. This
charity was co-founded by a Linacre student and helps AIDS orphans in Africa. The
singers made the £190 collection for Youth
Drop-in possible. Youth Drop-in is a student
led charity that is run by Oxford Hub. The
master minds donated a total of £36 which
will be used by Against Malaria to purchase
10 mosquito nets for those in high risk areas.
A huge thank you must also go to Green’s
Cafe who covered the transport costs for the
Canterbury half-marathon.
Other college collections...
The Kink bop charity cloak room raised money for Oxford Homeless Pathways, Oxford Aid to the Balkans and WaterAid. During February’s Beer Tasting event, donations were collected for Sport Relief. The
Sainsbury’s and Tesco school vouchers will be shared among Oxford Community School, Larkrise Primary
School and John Watson School. The vouchers allow these Oxford based schools to buy new sports equipment. Stamps collected throughout the last two terms benefit the German based charity Bodelschwinghsche
Stiftungen Bethel. Bethel employs people with learning disabilities to process the stamps and sell them to
collectors. Keep those stamps coming in!
Partying! Bopping! Quizzing! Volunteering! Running! Donating!
All for worthwhile charities that really do make a difference to people’s lives. Thanks to everyone who got
involved, and please continue to show your support.
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On Talking About Race in Oxford

by Aaron Hanlon

Educated at an American university in the early years of the new millennium, I can claim, and not without a
touch of jocularity, an impressive facility with the language of political correctness. What’s more, I receive
commentary in this vernacular rather like an air-traffic controller apprehends blips on a radar screen, only
rousing the faculties when some kind of collision seems imminent. This is not the case because I’m special.
Since part of an education in any multicultural society is learning how to talk constructively about racial,
ethnic, religious, and gender differences (and how not to talk about these things), and America is a multicultural country par excellence, most of us millennials will have absorbed the gamut of P.C.-isms from the alma
mater somewhat like a dialect of the mother tongue. For better or worse, though (as I push this overburdened metaphor to its absolute analogical limits), my experience living abroad in Oxford has made it rather
clear to me that, in these matters, there is no lingua franca.
Language is always failing me. When a derivative sideshow of the Culture Wars played out in American
universities in the olden days (c. 2000-2004) over political correctness and multiculturalism, it was the issue
of language that drove everyone apoplectic. For progressives, who recognized that words can inflict tremendous damage, it proved difficult to find practical ways of balancing the conflicting imperatives of protecting
freedom of speech and protecting marginalized groups and individuals from bigoted comments. For conservatives, language—that everyone just won’t shut up about all this P.C. stuff and forget about race—was the
principal barrier to their utopian vision of a post-racial society in which we all “only see the person, not the
race” and are “just joking; I have a [minority] friend!” For the former, language is too duplicitous and unwieldy, always pulling us into traps that we could never avoid; for the latter, like the Word of God, language
only brings a problem into existence (hence if we don’t talk about it, it will magically go away). The conflict between these two positions has regressed into an even more insidious dilemma today. Certain kinds of
political correctness, in the most extreme versions, have bracketed virtually any discussion about race sous
rature, such that necessary conversations about race and difference can only be carried out in the most obscure and tortured terms, the issue of race itself buried deep beneath heaps of disingenuous language (in philosopher Harry Frankfurt’s terms, beneath total bullshit). Meanwhile, the conservative (anti-P.C.) position
has cleverly (albeit tiresomely) inverted progressive racial discourse, taking the non-minority as a protected
group, and accusing of racism virtually anyone who dares speak about or acknowledge race as a meaningful
category for discussion or analysis. Both approaches leave us with the same result: when it comes to talking
about race, we’re paralyzed.
To help address this kind of problem in Oxford, the University has established a Race Equality Working
Group, of which I’m privileged to be a part. Our group, comprised of University administrators, faculty, and
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students, acknowledges that while Oxford has made considerable strides over the years to make our community welcoming and nurturing to students from all across the globe, there remains much room for improvement. What interested me primarily in applying for a position on the Race Equality Working Group was the
challenge of tackling this problem of language and conversation in order to get our community talking about
race in productive ways. Though many intelligent and educated people would like to think, especially when
it comes to our friends and classmates and fellow Linacrites, that the construction of race is not something
that we “see,” or something that affects our daily lives, the fact is that, beyond our control or conscious operation, we’ve all been socialized in different ways into particular attitudes and understandings about racial
difference, ranging from the most innocent and unavoidable to the most egregious and destructive (and now
language fails me again, as I start to sound pedantic…maybe even I have all along). It’s not comfortable to
hear that, no matter how well meaning and aware we are (or think we are), navigating the issue of racial difference requires continual and perpetual readjustment to the changing discourses and protean problems that
surround race. But, though the problems and the solutions are complicated, history tells us that progress can
and does happen.
Now that I’ve pitched more words onto the heap, I hope to transform this monologue into a dialogue. Where
I struggle to find the right words to talk about race, perhaps you might lend me some. Please consider this
an open invitation to join me in this conversation, a crucial conversation not just for Oxford, but for an increasingly interwoven, interconnected world. u

The Idea Behind Meat-Free Friday

by Mick Craig

As you are no doubt aware, a motion was passed at the end of
Hilary term where the common room adopted the stance of not
having any meat dishes for the Friday evening meal. The motivation behind the motion was always purely environmental, but a
small yet vocal minority endeavoured to politicise the motion and
turn it into a welfare issue. So, since I am the person who brought
the original motion to the CR, I would like to spend a little time
explaining the reasoning behind the motion, and why we should
be wary of the “compromise” that has been suggested.
Quite simply, the reason that we proposed the meat-free Friday
was that producing meat has a much higher environmental footprint than producing vegetables. Some statistics from the Food
and Agricultural Organisation of the United Nations: livestock
are responsible for 18% of ALL greenhouse gas emissions, more
than transport. Even more impressively, grazing occupies 26% of
the Earth’s terrestrial surface, and crop feed production requires
one third of all arable land. In fact, 7% of the Earth’s surface is
used to grow crops for direct human consumption, whilst a whopping 30% is used to grow feed and forage for food-animals1.
We all know that water is an increasingly scarce resource in the world. The average global water footprint
for a kilogram of beef is 15,500 litres. The average beef cow takes 3 years to reach maturity, in which time
it will consume (per kg of beef produced) 6.5kg of grain, 36kg of roughages, and 155L water (drinking and
1

Steinfeld, et al (2006). Livestock’s Long Shadow: Environmental Issues and Options. Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), Rome, pp. 390
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servicing), with the other 15,300L of water being used to grow the feed. Compare this to 900L of water to
produce 1kg of maize, 3,400L for 1kg of rice, or 1,800L for 1kg of soyabeans2. One pint of beer takes 170L
of water to produce, so one could have 91 pints for the same impact as a decent steak.
Eating meat is a privilege, not a right. However, there are many who view eating meat as a right, and not the
privilege that it is. This Western trend is catching on in the rest of the world: in the last 25 years, per capita
consumption of meat has doubled from 40kg/year to 80kg/year, mostly due to increasing demand from the
developing world3.
My aim here is not to preach to you, but to allow you to make a more informed decision about the food that
you eat. I am a strong advocate for eating animals (see my article on game in the previous edition of Lines),
but I have come to appreciate that eating an animal is something that should be savoured, not expected as
a matter of course. There is simply not enough space on the planet for everyone to consume meat at every
meal.
The idea behind the meat-free Friday was to highlight this and show that, as a college, we are mature enough
to accept the reality of the world we live in and thus forgo meat for one single meal out of ten provided in
college each week. The motion was brought after discussion with Michael, the Head Chef, when he actually
suggested it might be something the common room would like to do.
Some people have tried turning the meat-free Friday motion into one of rights, or entitlement. Decisions
taken collectively are never going to please everyone – anybody who was around when the common room
introduced the smoking ban a year ahead of UK legislation will appreciate this! At the time, people claimed
that smoking in the CR was their inalienable human right, and that smokers were being discriminated against
and made to feel unwelcome in their own college. With hindsight, I don’t need to dwell on how this position
now looks.
The same argument has been made against the meat-free Friday. I find it fascinating that someone can feel
excluded because meat is not served for one meal. I don’t need multiple biology degrees to tell you that
people who eat meat are capable of ingesting and metabolising vegetables perfectly adequately, without any
apparent ill-effects. The more veganly-inclined could perhaps rightly feel uncomfortable at all other 9 meals
as they have taken a moral stand (to which I do not subscribe) against eating meat. However, I don’t think
that even the biggest carnivore can claim to have an ethical issue with eating vegetables.
Finally, this issue is something that has been discussed by the common room twice now, and has been
endorsed by the common room twice. The fact that it is now claimed to be a welfare issue shows blatant
disrespect for the will of the common room. At the time of writing, I am not yet privy to the full details of
the “compromise”. After having input from college, it seems that the CR is going to be told that the position
it has taken is not acceptable and could be overruled on something that it has voted on twice. I think this is a
dangerous precedent to set.
Regarding the compromise, I finish with an analogy that a wise person mentioned to me. The equivalent of
this compromise applied to the college smoking ban would be: instead of having a non-smoking CR, we
declare one sofa to be a non-smoking area whilst agreeing to nominate someone to compile statistics on the
projected health-impact of smoking. u
3

Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO). 2006. FAO statistical databases. http://faostat.fao.org/default.aspx

2

See http://www.waterfootprint.org/ for details and peer-reviewed methods & sources
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Linacre Sports Update

by Liz Ashley

It has been a fantastic term for sports at Linacre. Firstly, we secured use of Oriel Sports Grounds on Cowley
Road, giving us access to cricket, tennis and squash facilities, and football and rugby grounds in the winter.
Of course the big event of Trinity term in some people’s eyes is Summer VIIIs, however, that is not the only
sporting achievement of Linacrites this summer. The Tennis team are currently playing in Division 3, which
has not yet drawn to its conclusion, and for those up for a bit of social tennis there is a keen group playing
regularly – get down to the sports grounds to join them!
Ultimate Frisbee finished 5th in the spring league, including an impressive win over Trinity, beating them
11-3, and completing that mean feat during a blizzard – dedication!
Darts have been equally successful this term, getting a league promotion to Division 3, and with John and
Bijan making it to the Doubles last 16, and Stuart Ingleby making it to the individual Quarter Finals.
Cricket have also been enjoying success this term with the first team currently on 5 wins and 2 losses, and
the seconds having won more games than they have lost. They are also celebrating reaching over 250 runs in
a 40 over game – a first for Linacre.

And on to the rowing. This was my first taste of Oxford rowing since I moved here, and the Linacre Summer
VIII crews didn’t disappoint. We managed to field three crews – two women’s and a men’s, and the weather
was largely glorious! The men rowed over, before their race was klaxoned on day three just as they were
about to bump. They were finally rewarded on the final day of racing, bumping Magdalen. Women’s 2 got
off to a fine start, bumping Hertford in day 1 and moving to the head of their division, they rowed over two
days as sandwich boat (that’s approximately 4k a day people!) but unfortunately were bumped by St. John’s
on the final day of racing. Finally, we get to the womens first team who with a fantastic effort bumped all
four days winning blades - the first time for the women’s first boat in Linacre history! They bumped Queens,
Exeter, St Hilda’s and Wolfson, rounding off a fantastic year and making a superb showing for Linacre at
Summer VIIIs. If you are interested in getting involved in rowing next year, look out for the tester sessions
over the Summer and at Fresher’s Fair in 0th Week.
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WANTED

Linacre Mascot: hedgehog
Answers to: dr. brown or Rocky
height: 22 cm					
weight: 0.6 kg
Crime: cuteness
Last seen: Linacre Main site, outside the
				
bamborough building
hobbies: whisky, internet dating,
				watching Dr. who, playing netball,
				and long walks through the
				linacre garden
If seen: 	do not attempt to capture him,
			except on camera
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